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Since its launch in 1945, Kobunsha has established itself as a leading firm of publishers in Japan,
opening new business fields through the generation of economic development.
The portfolio of Kobunsha consists of a wide range of publications from literature, history, business,
politics, philosophy, art, culture, lifestyle to fashion.
About our books
Among our various publications, “KOBUNSHA SHINSHO (KOBUNSHS NEW BOOKS)”, an
educational library of nonfiction books launched in 2001, is well-known for winning broad support
from the public in the pursuit of clarity. “KOBUNSHA SHINSHO” has published many top sellers
such as Why Don’t Laundry Pole Peddlers Go Bankrupt?（さおだけ屋はなぜ潰れないのか） by Shinya
Yamada (sold over one million copies) and Downwardly Mobile Society（下流社会） by Atsushi Miura
(sold over 800,000 copies), and A Bug-Catcher's Adventures in Africa（バッタを倒しにアフリカへ） by
Kotaro Ould Maeno (The winner of the Shinsho Grand Prize in 2018).
Regarding fiction, Kobunsha has published a number of groundbreaking bestsellers such as Points
and Lines（点と線） by Seicho Matsumoto (sold over four million copies), Japan Sinks（日本沈没）
by Sakyo Komatsu (sold over four million copies), Strawberry Night by Tetsuya Honda (sold over three
million copies. English translation rights sold to St. Martin’s Press), and The Great Passage（舟を編
む）by Shion Miura (sold over 1.3 million copies. English translation rights sold to Amazon Crossing).
With an aim towards promoting mystery novels, we established Kobun Foundation in 1994, which
has produced many talented writers and awarded the Grand Prize for Best Mystery Novels annually.
Kobunsha is very proud to be the publisher of many famous novelists such as Keigo Higashino, Jiro
Akagawa, Miyuki Miyabe, Arimasa Osawa, Shion Miura, and Tetsuya Honda.
In 2006, “Kobunsha New Translations of Classics Library” is launched. This instigates a boom in new
translations of the classics with The Brothers Karamazov (sold over 1 million copies) and many other
classic novels, which become best sellers.
About our magazines

As for Magazines, we have brought out Josei Jishin (Women’s Self), the earliest weekly magazine
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focusing on the improving status of women. In addition, we launched JJ, a monthly Japan-centered
fashion magazine for women in their twenties that has created new fashion and lifestyle trends in
Japan. Also, Kobunsha has played a pioneering role in producing magazines for women such as
CLASSY. (for women in their thirties), VERY (for mothers), STORY (for women in their forties), HERS
(for women in their fifties) and Mart (for housewives) and all of them win much popularity in Japan.
〈Foreign Rights Acquisition Highlights〉
Nonfiction

THANKS, OBAMA
by David Litt (HARPERCOLLINS PUBLISHERS)

UNLEASHING DEMONS
by Craig Oliver (HODDER & STOUGHTN LTD.)
THE FORMULA: The New Scientific Laws of Success
by Albert-László Barabási (The Marsh Agency)
THE IMAGINEERS OF WAR
by Sharon Weinberger (Knopf)
A MOST IMPROBABLE JOURNY
by Walter Alvarez (W.W. NORTON)
HILLBILLY ELEGY
by J.D. Vance (WILLIAM MORRIS)

SO YOU’VE BEEN PUBLICLY ASHAMED
by Jon Ronson (UNITED AGENTS)

THE ISIS HOSTAGE
by PUK DAMSGARD (SUSANNA LEA ASSOCIATES)

SOCCERMATICS
by David Sumpter (BLOOMSBURY PUBLISHING PLC)

THE RESIDENCE: INSIDE THE PRVATE WORLD OF THE WHITE HOUSE
by Kate Anderson Brower (HARPERCOLLINS PUBLISHERS)

UN ÉTÉ AVEC PROUST
by Laura El Makki et al. (Éditions des Équateurs)

PRISONER OF THE STATE: THE SECRET JOURNAL OF PREMIER ZHAO ZIYANG
by ZHAO ZIYANG (SIMON & SCHUSTER, INC.)

BLINK: THE POWER OF THINKING WITHOUT THIKING
by Malcolm Gladwell (JANKLOW & NESBIT ASSOCIATES)

GAMES MOTHER NEVER TAUGHT YOU: CORPORATE GAMESMANSHIP FOR WOMEN
by Betty Lehan Harragan (Ms. Kathleen Harragan)

Fiction
NOTRE-DAME DES FLEURS
by Jean Genet (GALLIMARD)

CHILDHOOD’S END
by Arthur C. Clark (DAVID HIGHAM ASSOCIATES LTD.)

THE PEOPLE IN THE TREES
by Hanya Yanaghihara (AITKIN ALEXANDER ASSOCIATES LTD.)
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THE GREAT PASSAGE by Shion Miura

舟を編む（FUNE WO AMU）

ISBN: 978-4334927769
Publication Date: September 2011
Pages/Size: 259 pages / 5.1 x 7.6 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: World English (Amazon Crossing), Italian (Giulio
Einaudi Editore), French (Actes Sud), Spanish (Nocturna Ediciones),

Simplified Chinese (Shanghai Two-Nine),
Traditional Chinese(Thinkingdom), Korean (EunHaeng NaMu),
Vietnamese (AZ Vietnam),
Special Notes:
・The winner of the Booksellers Award in 2012.
・Made into the Movie in 2013 and TV animation in 2016.
・Sold over 1.3 million copies.
A million-seller novel which dramatically depicts the lives of people in a dictionary
editing team who become fascinated by working with words.
Won the Booksellers Award, 2012.
Genbu Shobo is a publishing house with a long-standing reputation for its excellent
dictionaries. Araki, head of the editorial team, struggles to find a successor in advance
of his impending retirement. Mitsuya Majime, a newcomer regarded as an odd fish in
the Sales Department, catches the eye of Araki, who hand picks him as his successor,
impressed by his linguistic sensibilities. Majime immerses himself in the world of
lexicon-making, surrounded by his off-beat colleagues who are united by a common
passion for language. At last, he meets the woman of his destiny...
Cinematized in 2013 (selected as the Japanese entry in the 86th Academy Awards
(2014) for Best Foreign Language Film) and animated for TV in 2016 (Silver Medal for
Animated Programs at the NY Festivals). The comic edition will be published in 2017.

About the author
Shion Miura (1976-) is the most famous and popular female novelist in Japan. When,
as a senior in the Faculty of Letters at Waseda University, she began her job hunt looking
for an editorial position, a literary agent recognized her writing talent and suggested her
to write novels. Miura made her fiction debut a year after finishing college, in 2000, when
she published the novel Kakuto suru mono ni maru (A Passing Grade for Those Who

Fight), based in part on her own experiences during the job hunt. When she won the
Naoki Prize in 2006 for her linked-story collection Mahoro ekimae Tada Benriken (The

Handymen in Mahoro Town), she had not yet reached her 30th birthday —an unusually
young age for this prestigious prize. In 2012 she received the Booksellers Award for the
novel Fune Wo Amu (The Great Passage).
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THINK AGAIN, JUMPEI by Hideo Okuda

純平、考え直せ（JUMPEI, KANGAE NAOSE）

ISBN: 978-4334766627
Publication Date: January 2011
Pages/size: 305 pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign sales: Korean(Janebooks), Simplified Chinese (Jilin Publishing
Group)
Special Notes:
・Sold over 160,000 copies
・The film version of this novel will be released in 2018
・Partial English translation is available.

The last (?) three days in the life of an underling gangster ordered to assassinate the
boss of a rival group!
Jumpei is a good-natured, low-ranking yakuza —quick to pick fights but handsome
and with a soft side for women. He is quite popular in Kabuki-cho, the red-light
district. One day his boss orders him to take the life of the kingpin of their rival
gang. Jumpei gets all excited and tells about it to a woman he met by chance, after
which he starts to receive admonishment, jeering and encouragement through the
internet: “You might want to think this through some more, Jumpei.” “What’s there
to think about? Go for it!” “Is this Jumpei guy handsome? Show us a picture.” And so
on. There are three days left until the day of destiny. After many meetings and
partings, what fate will Jumpei choose?

About the author
Hideo Okuda (1959–) appeared on the Japanese literary scene like a bolt out of the blue,
and quickly established his popularity across a broad spectrum of genres, from crime
novels to comedy, fantasy, and workplace fiction. After completing high school, he worked
variously as a planner, copywriter, and production writer before bringing out his first
work of fiction in 1997, the fantasy novel Uranbana no mori (Ullambana Forest). A pair

of highly realistic crime novels in 2002—Jama (Interference), which won the Haruhiko

Oyabu Award, and Saiaku (Worst Case), short-listed for the Naoki Prize—cemented his

reputation, and in 2004 he garnered the Naoki Prize for the story collection Kuchu

buranko (The Flying Trapeze). He went on to win the Shibata Renzaburo Award in 2007
for the story collection Iebiyori (Perfect Day at Home), and the Yoshikawa Eiji Prize for
Literature in 2009 for the novel Orinpikku no minoshirokin (Olympic Ransom). Many of
his works have been made into films and television dramas, demonstrating a particularly
strong appeal among men in their thirties and forties.
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TOMORROW’S MEMORY by Hirosihi Ogiwara

明日の記憶（ASHITA NO KIOKU）

ISBN: 978-4334743314
Publication Date: October 2004
Pages/size: 387 pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign sales: Simplified Chinese（Shanghai Translation Publishing
House), Traditional Chinese(CITE), Korean(Wisdom), Vietnamese (HT
Trading International)
Special Notes:
・Sold over 550,000 copies.
・The film version produced by and starring Ken Watanabe, won a Japan Academy Prize for
Excellence in 2006.
・The winner of Yamamoto Shugoro Prize in 2005
・Second place for the 2005 Booksellers Award
・Partial English translation is available.

A moving story sensitively depicting the despair and spiritual recovery of a middle-aged
man afflicted with early-onset Alzheimer's.
The protagonist Saeki, assigned an important project at work and awaiting his only
daughter's wedding, is diagnosed with early onset Alzheimer's disease at age 50. The
disease mercilessly deprives him not only of memories but also hope. However, he slowly
regains hope as he realizes he has not lost the memories he makes in the future, though
he has lost his past memories. In the stirring final scene, he falls in love again with his
wife, whose name he cannot remember.

About the author
Hiroshi Ogiwara

(1956–) was a voracious reader of science fiction in grade school and

of mysteries in middle school. He claims the influence of Kurt Vonnegut Jr. for the sense
of humour he brings to his writing. After college he went to work for an ad agency and
became a copywriter, but in his mid-thirties he struck out on his own as a freelancer. He

made his literary debut at 39 when his first novel Ororo batake de tsukamaete (Catcher

in the Ororo) won the 1997 Shosetsu Subaru New Writers' Award. A highly versatile
author, he brings surprises to each new work as he continues to turn out bestsellers.
After being short-listed for several times, he received the Naoki Prize for Umi no mieru

rihatsuten (The barbershop with a view of the ocean) in 2016.
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A CHECKERED PAST by Shogo Sato

身の上話（MINOUE BANASHI）

ISBN: 978-4334763206
Publisher/Publication Date: July 2009
Pages/Size: 456 pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Korean(Munhakdongne), Vietnamese (Nha Nam)
Special Notes:
・adapted into an NHK television drama series in 2013.
・Sold over 130,000 copies.

The most successful novel by the new Naoki Prize winner (2017). Made into a TV
drama in 2013.
First-person narrator Kengo Katsuki relates his wife Michiru's story, going back to
events in her life before they met. The account begins when Michiru is 23 and working
as a bookstore clerk in a regional city. She has been in a steady relationship with
Kyutaro Kanbayashi, but is cheating on him with Kazuki Toyomasu, a married
publisher's rep from Tokyo who visits the city monthly. One day when Michiru leaves
work to buy some lottery tickets for her colleagues, she impulsively winds up on a
plane to Tokyo with Toyomasu instead of returning to the store. Once in Tokyo, she
decides to stay and soon discovered that one of the lottery tickets she bought is a 200million-yen winner (about US$2 million).
The "modest life" of an ordinary woman in the countryside slowly goes haywire when she
gets hold of a winning lottery ticket. A masterpiece narrating the ensuing developments
with a touch of mystery.

About the author
Shogo Sato

(1955–) was born in Nagasaki Prefecture. He won the Subaru Literary

Prize in 1983 for Eien no 1/2 (Half of Eternity), which became a bestseller and was

adapted into a movie. His novel Janpu (Jump) was named the best book of the year by

Hon no zasshi (Magazine of Books), a book review magazine in 2000. His other works
include Kojin kyoju (Private Lessons), Toriatsukai chui (Read before Using), and Y. In
2017, He won the Naoki prize for Tsuki no Michikake (The Revolutions of the Moon).
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DISPLACED IN TOKYO by Tetsuzo Fukuzawa

東京難民（TOKYO NANIMN）

ISBN: 978-4334927523
Publication Date: May 2011
Pages/Size: 552 pages / 5.1 x 7.5 in (WxH)
Foreign sales: Traditional Chinese(Thinkingdom)
Special Notes:
・adapted to a movie in 2014.
・Sold over 100,000 copies

A novel realistically depicting youth struggling for survival at the bottom rung of a
desolate metropolis. Cinematized in 2014.
Osamu, who had been enjoying an easy-going college life, is disenrolled from college due
to non-payment of tuition. His parents go missing, their remittances stop and Osamu is
evicted from his apartment. He looks for a job to support himself, but lacking an
established address, he can't even get respectable part-time work. He drifts from one
shady job to another, ending up homeless. Will Osamu ever find a safe haven? A
masterpiece of compelling realism exposing the dark side of modern Japanese society,
where those who fall into destitution have no way of getting back up.

About the author
Tetsuzo Fukuzawa (1962–) was born in Fukuoka Prefecture. He made his publishing

debut with the horror story collection Genjitsu (Sun Dog; retitled Saisei botan [Play
Button] for the compact paperback edition) in 2000. The polished prose displayed
throughout immediately established Fukuzawa as a horror author to watch. He has also
gained a high reputation for his outlaw novels, and in 2008 won the Haruhiko Oyabu
Award for Sujibori (Line Tattoo).
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THE PLAYGROUND OF THE GODS by Natsu Miyashita
神さまたちの遊ぶ庭（KAMISAMATACHI NO ASOBU NIWA）
ISBN: 978-4334978075
Publication Date: January 2015
Pages/Size:284 pages / 5.2 x7.6 in (WxH)
Rights sold: Traditional Chinese(Chien Hsing), Korean（Bookworld）
Special Notes:
The author wrote the novel A Forest of Wool and Steel (Hitsuji to
hagane no mori) which won the 2016 Booksellers Award, based on the
amazing experiences in this book she described.

Essays depicting the life of the author's family in Hokkaido, which inspired "A Forest of

Wool and Steel (Hitsuji to hagane no mori)," the winner of the 2016 Bookseller Award.

The five-member Miyashita family (husband, wife and three children) impulsively move
from Fukui Prefecture to Tomuraushi in Hokkaido at the insistence of the husband, who
had fallen in love with the northernmost island. Known as the "Playground of the Gods"
in the native Ainu language, the place turned out to be a totally different world,
surrounded by the wonders of nature!
The author details true-life events in journal-like form, but readers are likely to feel as
if they are suspended in a fairy-tale world.

About the author
Natsu Miyashita (1967–) was born in Fukui Prefecture. After graduating with a degree
in philosophy from Sophia University in Tokyo, she got married and returned to Fukui.
It was not until her mid-thirties, when she was pregnant with her third child, that she
began writing fiction—in part out of a fear that her life might otherwise be reduced to
nothing but child rearing. The resulting novella, Shizuka na ame (Quiet Rain), received
an honorable mention in the 2004 Bungakukai Prize for New Writers competition.
Encouraged, she continued writing amid the demands of child rearing. Her 2007 novel

Sukōre No. 4 (Scholé No. 4) put her in the spotlight. Dareka ga tarinai (Someone Is

Missing), a volume of linked stories with a touch of mystery, was voted seventh in the

2011 Booksellers Award balloting, and her novel Hitsuji to hagane no mori (A Forest of
Wool and Steel) not only took the top spot for the 2016 Booksellers Award but was

shortlisted for the prestigious Naoki Prize. Her other novels include Taiyō no pasuta,

mame no sūpu (Sun Pasta, Bean Soup), and Inaka no shinshifuku-ten no moderu no
tsuma (The Wife of a Rural Menswear Store Model).
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THE NAME OF THE GAME IS KIDNAP by Keigo Higashino

ゲームの名は誘拐（GAME NO NA WA YUKAI）

ISBN: 978-4334738853
Publication Date: November 2002
Pages/Size: 339 pages / 4.2 x 5.9 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: English in North America(Vertical),
Simplified Chinese (Shanghai Translation), Traditional Chinese(CITE),
Thai(Jamsai), Vietnamese（AZ Vietnam）
Special Notes:
・adapted into a film in 2003
・Sold over 1,100,000 copies
・Full English translation is available.
"Non-stop mystery by Keigo Higashino, Asia's No. 1 author. Made into a movie in 2003.
Creative whiz ad planner Shunsuke Sakuma is subjected to the greatest humiliation of
his career when his project is quashed by Katsuragi, an executive of his client company.
Sakuma decides to scare the pants off of Katsuragi by planning a fake kidnapping of
Katsuragi's daughter. Immediately discerning Sakuma's plot, Katsuragi thinks of hiding
his own secret using Sakuma. A battle of wits ensues between the two self-avowed
"masters of games"!

About the author
Keigo Higashino (1958–) is arguably Japan's biggest bestseller machine today. After
graduating from college with a technical degree he went to work for an auto-parts
maker as an engineer, but wrote fiction on the side and made his literary debut in 1985
when he won the Edogawa Rampo Prize for Hokago (After-School Hours). With this

success under his belt he turned to writing full-time, and by the mid-nineties his works
were drawing considerable attention. When he won the Mystery Writers of Japan

Award in 1998 for the novel Naoko (tr. 2004; original title Himitsu), it became a huge
hit, and in the years that followed he produced one bestseller after another. In 2006 he

finally won the coveted Naoki Prize for The Devotion of Suspect X (tr. 2011). He is best
known for the Detective Galileo series, to which Suspect X belongs, and the Detective
Kaga series set in Tokyo's old shitamachi ("low city") area, to which Shinzanmono
(Newcomer; the winner of a The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award)

belongs. The English edition of The Devotion of Suspect X was nominated for Best

Novel in the 2012 Edgar Awards, and the novel Mugenbana (Dream Flower) received
the Shibata Renzaburo Award in 2013.
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RATMAN by Shusuke Michio

ラットマン

ISBN: 978-4334748074
Publication Date: January 2008
Pages/Size:333 pages / 4.2 x 6.2 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Korean(Finis Aｆricae), Traditional Chinese(CITE),
Simplified Chinese (NewStar), Vietnamese (QUANG VAN)
Special Notes:
・Finalist for the 21st Yamamoto Shūgorō Prize (2008).
・10th place, The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award
2009
・Partial English translation is available.
Praise: “Among the novels of Michio that I have read so far, this is my favorite.”
――Arimasa Osawa (author of the Shinjuku Shark series and Former President of
Mystery Writers of Japan, Inc.)
Ryo Himekawa is the guitarist in an amateur band formed 14 years before. The day he
has an argument with his lover from high school days, her corpse is discovered in the
studio where their band practices. Is it an accident or murder……?
The title of this work, “Rat Man” (see figure below), is an optical-illusion illustration used
in psychology to explain “illusion caused by beliefs.”
Despite being two entirely identical pictures (the
two on the far right), when observers see it lined up
alongside animals, they see “a rat”; when they see it
lined up alongside people’s faces, they see “a man.”
This is because, people’s ability to recognize things,
far from being objective, is dependent on information
given in advance and what that person believes as a result of that information. This book
meticulously paints a picture of the psychology of the characters who make mistakes due
to “illusions caused by beliefs,” just as people do with the rat man illustration. At the
same time, the author has written a mystery masterpiece by effectively using narrative
tricks such as skillful manipulation of information and intentionally misleading clues to
lead the reader astray.

About the author

Shusuke Michio (1975–) is one of the Japan’s biggest bestseller machine today. He made
his debut as a fiction writer after winning The Horror Suspense Novel Prize (The Special
Prize) in 2004 for his novel Senome. In 2009, his mystery novel Himawari No Sakanai
Natsu (No Sunflower Will Come out in That Summer) became a best seller and it was
sold over 1 million copies. He received many prizes and awards such as；The Mystery
Writers of Japan Award for Karasu No Oyayubi (Crow's Thumb) in 2009, The Yamamoto
Shugoro Prize for Koubai No Hana（The Photocatalyst Flower ) in 2010, and The Naoki
Prize for Tsuki To Kani (The Moon and The Crab) in 2011.
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CREEPY by Yuktaka Maekwa
クリーピー
ISBN: 978-4334767082
Publication Date: February 2012
Pages/Size: 389 pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: French (Editions d'Est en Ouest),
Spanish(Quaterni), Traditional Chinese (Ten Points),
Korean(Changhae), Vietnamese (HT Trading International)
Special Notes:
・Japan Mystery Fiction Prize for New Writers, 2011
・First place, the New Writer Top Ten of The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award
2013.
・Sold over 230,000 copies
・The film version directed by KIYOSHI KUROSAWA(a winner of the Best Director Prize in the Un
Certain Regard section of the annual Cannes Film Festival) was exhibited in the Berlin Film

Festival 2016. The foreign rights of the film are sold to Korea, China, Taiwan, France, UK,
Ireland, Greek, Turkey and Brazil.
・Partial English translation is available.
※Kobunsha assigned Japan UNI agency as an exclusive agent for this title.
“That man is not my father. I don't know him at all.” ―
An unsolved family disappearance case + the mystery of a peculiar family next door.
Masterpiece psycho-mystery cinematized by Kiyoshi Kurosawa!
Takakura, who teaches criminal psychology at university, is living with his wife in a
quiet residential district in the suburbs of Tokyo. One day, he is asked by a detective
friend to help him solve an unsettled case of a family that disappeared. From then on,
strange things start to happen one after another. The detective goes missing, the house
across the street burns down and a suspicious corpse is found in it. The “peculiar family
next door" keeps popping up and disappearing in the background of these incidents.

About the author
Yutaka Maekawa (1951–) was born in Tokyo and graduated from the Hitotsubashi
University Faculty of Law. He subsequently completed graduate work in comparative
literature and culture at the University of Tokyo, and held a number of academic
appointments, including visiting professor at Stanford University, prior to taking up
his current position as professor in the Faculty of Intercultural Communication at
Hōsei University. He made his debut as a fiction writer after winning the Japan

Mystery Fiction Prize for New Writers in 2011 for his novel Creepy. His other titles
include Atrocity, Harsh, and Apparition.
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LOST CARE by Aki Hamanaka
ロスト・ケア
ISBN: 978-4334928742
Publication Date: February 2013
Pages/Size: 304 pages / 5.4 x 7.5 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese (Ten Points),
Korean (Hyundae Munhak)
Special Notes:
・The winner of the Japan Mystery Fiction Prize for New Writers, 2012
・10th place, The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award,2014
・5th place, Hayakawa Mystery Award (First place for New Author), 2014
・14th place, Weekly Bunshun Best 10 Mystery Award, 2013
・Sold over 110,000 copies
・Partial English translation is available.
A masterpiece mystery dealing with sensitive social issues, unanimously selected for the
Japan Mystery Fiction Prize for New Writers, 2012.
A mystery novel about the serial killing of 43 elderly people at an eldercare facility. An
investigation reveals that the culprit is a respected employee at the facility, who on police
interrogation insists that “the killings saved the inmates and their families.” and that
"this is what 'care' really means."
In an era when the rapid aging of society has increased the demand for eldercare, this
award-winning, controversial mystery novel shines a light on the not-so-rosy realities of
the care industry, illuminating the tremendous stresses faced both by care seekers and
caregivers.

About the author
Aki Hamanaka (1976–) was born in Tokyo. His novel for young readers, Raibaru (Rivals),
received the Kadokawa Gakugei Children's Literature Prize in 2009. In 2011 he
contributed scripts for the popular manga series Inu-bu! Bokura no shippo senki (Canine

Club: Our Tales of Tails) appearing in the Shukan shonen sande (Weekly Boys Sunday)
magazine. In addition to writing other manga scripts, he contributes articles to
educational enrichment magazines. He won the Japan Mystery Fiction Prize for New
Writers in 2012 for his novel Rosuto kea (Lost Care).
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SCREM by Aki Hamanaka
絶叫（ZEKKYO）
ISBN: 978-4334929732
Publication Date: October 2014
Pages/Size:522 pages / 5.0 x 7.4 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese(Eurasian), Vietnamese (Dinh Ti)
Korean(MUNHAKSASANG),
Special Notes:
・TV drama series will be released in 2018, and a big Japanese film production
bought the film rights
・Nominee for 36th Yoshikawa Eiji Prize for New Writers (2015), Nominee for
68th Mystery Writers of Japan, Inc. Award (2015) (Novels)
・6th place, Weekly Bunshun Best 10 Mystery Award, 2014
・Partial English translation is available.
A mystery masterpiece realistically depicting the lonely lives of nameless people discarded by
society with a polished style and keen eye for social issues reminiscent of Seicho Matsumoto.
In an apartment in suburban Tokyo, the remains of a body are discovered along with a dozen
or so cats. All that can be gathered from the scene is the victim’s name, Yoko Suzuki. Whether
the death is the result of a murder or suicide is uncertain. Ayano Okunuki, an investigator, takes
on the case. Coincidentally, the body of some homeless person is discovered with the driver’s
license of Yoko’s father. However, because a DNA test shows no relation between the dead person
and Yoko, police authorities assume he must have simply found the driver’s license. Yet Ayano
has her doubts. From the beginning, were the remains of the body found in the apartment really
Yoko? Is there any possibility it was someone else…? Ayano’s investigation reveals Yoko’s past.
The life of Yoko had been nothing but ordinary. After graduating from junior college, Yoko
joined a local company as general clerical staff. She looked forward to a modest and predictable
life of marriage and motherhood just like her own mother. But her life took a sudden turn for the
worse when her father disappeared and her marriage ended in divorce after her husband cheated
on her. It was after hopping from one job to another and being reduced to a sex worker that she
became involved in a murder-for-insurance scheme in the hope of regaining a "modest life." In a
final twist, she disguised another body as her own, buried her life perfectly, escaped from all her
past and disappeared.
The author describes Japan’s postwar society and sheds light on the anonymous who are
struggling at the bottom, in his exquisite style of writing.

About the author

Aki Hamanaka (1976–) was born in Tokyo. His novel for young readers, Raibaru (Rivals),
received the Kadokawa Gakugei Children's Literature Prize in 2009. In 2011 he contributed
scripts for the popular manga series Inu-bu! Bokura no shippo senki (Canine Club: Our Tales of
Tails) appearing in the Shukan shonen sande (Weekly Boys Sunday) magazine. In addition to
writing other manga scripts, he contributes articles to educational enrichment magazines. He
won the Japan Mystery Fiction Prize for New Writers in 2012 for his novel Rosuto kea (Lost
Care)
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INITIAL RESPONSE by Hideo Yokoyama
臨場（RINJO）
ISBN: 978-4334743031
Publication Date: April 2004
Pages/Size: 354 pages / 4.2 x 6.0 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Simplified Chinese (Yilin Press), Korean (RH Korea)
Special Notes:
・Made into a TV series in 2009-2010 and cinematized in 2012.
・Sold over 630,000 copies.
・9th place, The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award 2005
・Partial English translation is available.

A work that brought fame to Hideo Yokoyama, whose "64" was nominated for the Crime
Writer's Association (CWA) International Dagger (translated works) in 2016.
Kuraishi has earned a legendary reputation as the "life-term coroner." He has a knack
for picking up on evidence that other investigators overlook, and his penetrating insight
enables him to decipher the messages left by the dead to solve the most baffling crimes.
A hardboiled detective novel in 8 stories stoically depicting the life of this heavy-drinking,
womanizing individualist who dares to bend the rules and pursue his own way.
Helped by the highly distinctive characters populating each of the stories, the
collection became a bestseller, with more than 630,000 copies sold to date. In 2009 a
television series based on the book also became a hit, leading to a second series in 2010.
And also cinematized in 2012.

About the author
Hideo Yokoyama (1957–) worked as an investigative reporter with a regional newspaper
north of Tokyo for 12 years before striking out on his own as a fiction writer. He made

his literary debut in 1998 when his collection of police stories Kage no kisetsu (Season of
Shadows) won the Matsumoto Seicho Prize; the volume was also short-listed for the
Naoki Prize. In 2000 his story Doki (Motive) was awarded the Mystery Writers of Japan

Award for Short Stories. His 2002 novel Han'ochi (Half Solved) earned No. 1 in The Best

Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award and gained him a place among Japan's bestselling authors. He repeated his No. 1 in The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year

Award in 2013 with 64 Rokuyon (64), his first novel in seven years. Other prominent
works include his 2003 Kuraimazu hai (Climber's High), centering on the crash of JAL

Flight 123 that he covered as a reporter in 1985; the World War II novel Deguchi no nai

umi (Seas with No Exit, 2004); the police novel Shindo zero (Seismic Intensity Zero, 2005).
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THE NEWS OF LUPIN by Hideo Yokoyama

ルパンの消息（LUPIN NO SHOSOKU）

ISBN: 978-4334745691
Publication Date: May 2005
Pages/Size: 441pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign sales: Simplified Chinese (New Star),
Traditional Chinese(Crown), Korean(Viche)
Special Notes:
・Sold over 280,000 copies.
・A debut novel of the author who wrote “64（six-four）” which was
nominated for 2016 CWA International Dagger.
・Partial English translation is available.
The debut work of Hideo Yokoyama, whose "64" was nominated for the Crime Writer's
Association (CWA) International Dagger (translated works) in 2016.
Hours before the statute of limitations expires, the Tokyo Metropolitan Police receive
an anonymous tip claiming that the death of a female schoolteacher ruled a suicide 15
years before was actually a murder. Traces of the "300-million-yen robbery," the biggest
unsolved case in post-war history, keep appearing and disappearing in the background
of the incident. With barely 24 hours left until the statute of limitations expires, can the
case be solved!?
Readers watch with bated breath as one high-stakes psychological drama after
another unfolds in the interrogation rooms and investigators race against the clock to
get their man in this maiden work that put bestselling author Hideo Yokoyama on the
literary map.

About the author
Hideo Yokoyama (1957–) worked as an investigative reporter with a regional newspaper
north of Tokyo for 12 years before striking out on his own as a fiction writer. He made

his literary debut in 1998 when his collection of police stories Kage no kisetsu (Season of
Shadows) won the Matsumoto Seicho Prize; the volume was also short-listed for the
Naoki Prize. In 2000 his story Doki (Motive) was awarded the Mystery Writers of Japan

Award for Short Stories. His 2002 novel Han'ochi (Half Solved) earned No. 1 in The Best

Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year Award and gained him a place among Japan's bestselling authors. He repeated his No. 1 in The Best Japanese Crime Fiction of the Year

Award in 2013 with 64 Rokuyon (64), his first novel in seven years. Other prominent
works include his 2003 Kuraimazu hai (Climber's High), centering on the crash of JAL

Flight 123 that he covered as a reporter in 1985; the World War II novel Deguchi no nai

umi (Seas with No Exit, 2004); the police novel Shindo zero (Seismic Intensity Zero, 2005).
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POINTS AND LINES by Seicho Matsumoto

点と線（TEN TO SEN）

ISBN: 978-4334030049
Publisher/Publication Date: February 1958
Pages/Size: 215 pages / 4.2 in × 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Korean(Yuksabipyungsa), Simplified Chinese(Thinkingdom), Traditional
Chinese(CITE), French (Philippe Picquier), Spanish (Libros del Asteroide), Italian (Il Giallo
Mondadori)
Special Notes:
・Sold over 5 million copies.
・Adapted into the movie and TV drama several times.
・Full English translation is available.
At that time, three people were on the 13th platform on the Tokyo station. Two
waitresses who are working in the restaurant 'Koyuki' and Yasuda Tetsuo, the
manager of the machine-parts store. These three witness Otoki, who's also works in
'Koyuki', is getting into the night express 'Asakaze' with a man from the platform 15th
which is opposite to where they are. Days later, Otoki and the man, Sayama, is found
dead in the seashore in Fukuoka. At first it seems an ordinary suicide case of lovers,
but Shigetaro Torigai, an experienced detective who's in charge of this case, suspecting
something and starts investigation by himself. The key is the bill of the dining car
which Sayama kept. Meanwhile, it turns out that Sayama was the one who concerned
in the corruption among the government officials. Mihara Kiichi, an investigator, is
handling this case of corruption in Tokyo, and heads for Fukuoka to see what happened
to Sayama. At the end, Torigai and Mihara find out that it's possible only in four
minutes in a day to see the platform 15th from platform 13th. Did Yasuda really see
that couple by chance…? Two investigators begin to suspect Yasuda, who were on the
platform 13th during that four minutes. But Yasuda has perfect alibi that he was in
Hokkaido on the time of murder... Points and Lines is a surprising and essential

masterpiece which has been regarded as a pioneer of “mystery novel” in Japan, and
gave rise to a boom in detective novels. Also made into the movie and TV drama
several times.

About the author
Seicho Matsumoto (1909-1992) is one of the greatest mystery novelist in Japan. He had
worked as a waiter, printer and so on before he started working in Asahi News company
in the West of Japan. When he was 41 years old, his novel Saigo's Currency was

nominated to Naoki Prize, and later in 1953, The Legend of the Kokura-Diary won the

Akutagawa Prize. His Points and Lines (1958), is now considered as a pioneer of
“mystery novel” in Japan, and enjoy undiminished popularity over the 50 years since its

first publishing. In his whole life, he had created over 700 works.
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THE FOCAL POINT OF ZERO by Seicho Matsumoto

ゼロの焦点（ZERO NO SHOTEN)

ISBN: 978-4334076856
Publisher/Publication Date: December 1959
Pages/Size: 337 pages / 4.2 in × 6.8 in (WxH)
Rights sold: French(Atelier Akatombo), Simplified Chinese（Thinkingdom）, Traditional
Chinese(CITE)
Special Notes:
・Made into a movie twice (1961 and 2009), and TV drama 6 times (1961, 1971, 1976,
1983, 1991 and 1994).
・Partial English translation is available.

Teiko is twenty-six years old, and recently married Kenichi Uhara who works for the
advertising agency. They went to honeymoon from Sinshu —where autumn leaves
were turning red, to Kiso. After their honeymoon, Kenichi leaves for Kanazawa to hand
over some unfinished work. However, he never came back to Teiko, and his company
also informs her about her husband's disappearing.
Teiko heads for Kanazawa by herself and begins to seek him together with Honda,
the man who was supposed to take over the job of Kenichi. Why did he disappear, and
what made him so? By the time she grasps the clue, it turns out that he no longer
exists in this world. The record of his death was “suicide,” and she comes to know that
he has had a different name and another life. Also she witnesses the serial murders of
people who were related with his “another” life. For what reason did the killing
happen, and who did it?

The Focal Point of Zero is one of the essential novels in Japan that based on the

tragedy which really happened in the confusion after world warⅡ. It has made into a
movie twice (1961 and 2009), and TV drama 6 times (1961, 1971, 1976, 1983, 1991 and
1994).

About the author
Seicho Matsumoto (1909-1992) is one of the greatest mystery novelist in Japan. He had
worked as a waiter, printer and so on before he started working in Asahi News company
in the West of Japan. When he was 41 years old, his novel Saigo's Currency was

nominated to Naoki Prize, and later in 1953, The Legend of the Kokura-Diary won the

Akutagawa Prize. His Points and Lines (1958), is now considered as a pioneer of

“mystery novel” in Japan, and enjoy undiminished popularity over the 50 years since its
first publishing. In his whole life, he had created over 700 works.
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THE HEROIC LEGEND OF ARSLAN 1 :
THE ROYAL CAPITAL BURNS by Yoshiki Tanaka
アルスラーン戦記 1：王都炎上（ARSLAN SENKI:OTO ENJO）
ISBN: 978-4334764036
Publication Date: 1986
Pages/Size:253 pages / 4.2 x 6.0 in (WxH)
Foreign sales: Simplified Chinese (Shanghai 99), Traditional Chinese
(Sharp point), Korean (YOUNGSANG PUBLISHING MEDIA)
Special Notes:
・Adapted into movies (animation) twice (1991, 1992), and TV anime
adaptation premiered in the spring of 2015.
・A manga adaptation by Hiromu Arakawa of "Full metal Alchemist" began serializing in
2013.
・Full French translation is available.
Historical fantasy depicting the battles and personal growth of Prince Arslan, who
raises an army to free the motherland, conquered by an enemy country. This is the first
volume of a planned 16-volume historical fantasy (15 volumes published to date. the).
This series, sold over 6 million copies altogether, has enjoyed undiminished popularity
over the 30 years since release of the first volume.
Known for its abundant resources, the Kingdom of Pars has been subject to
numerous attacks by surrounding states, but it has always successfully repelled them.
So when the Lusitanian army invades, King Andragoras III never doubts victory will
be his again. At 14, his son Arslan, the crown prince, is seeing his first battle. But the
king’s overconfidence, along with the betrayal of his vassal Kharlan and the enemy’s
cunning battle plan, lead to the previously undefeated Pars forces being decimated in a
single day. The kingdom falls, and both the king and his beautiful queen are taken
hostage by the victors. The young Arslan narrowly escapes with his life, and with the
support of intrepid commander Daryun, master tactician Narsus, the peerless fighter
Gieve, and others, vows to take back his kingdom.

About the author
Yoshiki Tanaka (1952–) was born in Kumamoto Prefecture, and holds a PhD in Japanese
literature from Gakushūin University. He is known in particular for three major sci-fi
and fantasy series, two of them ongoing: the space opera Ginga eiyū densetsu (Legend of

the Galactic Heroes, 1982–89), which has sold 15 million copies and counting in all
editions, including manga; Arusurān senki (The Heroic Legend of Arslan, 1986–);

and Sōryūden (Legend of the Dragon Kings, 1987–). A prolific writer, Tanaka produces
works that range across a broad spectrum of genres including science fiction and fantasy,
adventure, contemporary realistic fiction, and historical novels set in China.
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FIN AND CLAW (The compilation of six science fiction phantasies)
by Sayuri Ueda
魚舟・獣舟（UOBUNE KEMONOBUNE）
ISBN: 978-4334745301
Publication Date: January 2009
Pages/Size: 331 pages / 4.2 x 6.1 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales:
"The Street of Fruiting Bodies" in this selection:
translated and published in the USA, and an option agreement for
adaptation into a film has also been signed.
"Fin and Claw" in this selection:
published in science fiction magazines in France (Galaxies) and China (SCIENCE FICTION
WORLD)

After the collapse of modern civilization, most of our future planet's surface is covered
by water. The interactions of the surviving humans with Ichtyonaus and Thérionaus,
peculiar creatures that lurk in these waters, are portrayed in the highly acclaimed title
story "Fin and Claw." A nationwide epidemic caused by a mushroom that grows all over

people's bodies is depicted in "The Street of Fruiting Bodies." These and other stories
are included in this compilation of six science fiction phantasies.

"The Street of Fruiting Bodies" has been translated and published in the USA, and an
option agreement for adaptation into a film has also been signed. "Fin and Claw" was
published in science fiction magazines in France and China and garnered good reviews.

About the author
Sayuri Ueda: Since her debut in 2003, Sayuri Ueda has published a series of highly
original, much-discussed works, gaining avid fans not only in Japan but throughout Asia
and the West. Karyu no Miya (The Ocean Chronicles) won the Hayakawa Publishing "SF

ga Yomitai!" Award for Best Japanese SF Novel in 2010 as well as the 32nd Japan SF
Award and 10th Sense of Gender Award in 2011.
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A BUG-CATCHER’S ADVENTURES IN AFRICA
by Kotaro Ould Maeno

バッタを倒しにアフリカへ（BATTA WO TAOSHI NI AFURIK E）

ISBN: 978-4334039899
Publication Date: May 2017
Pages/Size: 378 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Korean (Bookhouse)
Special Notes:
・Sold over 150,000 copies
・The winner of the Grand Prize in Shinsho Grand Prize competition in 2018
・The winner of the Special Prize, The Mainichi Publishing Culture Award in
2017
A young Japanese entomologist goes to Mauritania to do battle with pillaging locusts, and in
the face of many collateral dangers, lives to tell the tale with a hearty sense of humor. The book
became a media sensation in Japan and racked up sales of over 100,000 copies almost as soon
as it was published.
Author Maeno began dreaming of becoming an entomologist when he first encountered JeanHenri Fabre’s Souvenirs entomologiques (Fabre’s Book of Insects) in elementary school. However
he realized as he entered his 30s that to actually earn a living by studying locusts was going to
be far more difficult than throwing light on the unknown secrets of the insect. Should he give up
on his dream and find a job in industry? or should he stick with his ten-thousand-to-one shot of
“making it” as a scientist? Without hesitation he moved to Mauritania and made the
Mauritanian Desert Locust Centre his base for conducting his first fieldwork as an entomologist.
In locust research today, very few researchers choose to go out into the field. Maeno soon
discovered why: the extremely unforgiving natural environment in Africa, life threatening
encounters with wild animals, the possibility of becoming a target for terrorists and the danger
of minefields blocking one’s path all presented daunting challenges. As if those weren’t enough,
a major drought wiped out populations of the very insect he had come to study. Maeno laughed
off the devastating setback with an indefatigably positive attitude and continued to build his
scholarly record.
The book is recommended not only to readers interested in locusts, but as a potentially lifechanging inspirational book for those who are uneasy about the future or feel weighed down by
their unvarying routines. ※Includes over 100 color photographs throughout

About the author

Kotaro Ould Maeno (1980–) was born in Akita Prefecture. Familiarly known as“Dr. Locust,”
he is an entomologist. He is currently a researcher at the Japan International Research Center
for Agricultural Sciences. After earning his Doctor of Agricultural Science degree from Kobe
University Graduate School, he was a term assistant professor at Kyoto University’s Hakubi
Center before taking up his present position. He has dedicated himself to the development of pest
control measures for the desert locust that plagues crops in Africa with massive outbreaks. He
received many academic awards in Japan. Batta wo taoshi ni Afurika e (A Bug-catcher’s
Adventures in Africa) is the first work he has written for the lay reader.
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AMAZING INSECTS by Munetoshi Maruyama

昆虫はすごい（KONCHU WA SUGOI）

ISBN: 978-4334038137
Publication Date: August 2014
Pages/Size:248 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Simplified Chinese(Thikingdom), Traditional Chinese
(Morning Star), Korea(Kachi)
Special Notes:
・over 130,000 copies sold
・ranked highly (the 7th Place) in the 2015 Shinsho Grand Prize
competition sponsored by publisher Chuo Koron Shinsha.
・Includes over 100 photographs(available in 4C) throughout
Asia's leading entomologist reveals the remarkable lives of "insects," the most diverse
creatures on the planet.
With over a million-species identified to date, insects are said to make up more than twothirds of all living creatures on earth. Though more often than not they are regarded as
a lowly form of life and don’t get much respect, they live—and have done so long since
before humans—in accordance with complex social and cultural arrangements: hunting,
cultivating, domesticating, building, cooperating, warring, enslaving, straying from
partners, and so forth. In this book targeted at the general reader, a leading entomologist
presents the fascinating “untold truths” about insect life and society that have come to
light in the latest research.
Eight pages of color plates at the front of the volume as well as 127 monochrome photos
(available in 4C) scattered throughout the text illustrate the abundance of topics
addressed.

About the author
Munetoshi Maruyama (1974–) is assistant professor at the Kyūshū University Museum.
He completed his doctorate at the Hokkaidō University Graduate School of Agriculture,
and worked as a researcher at the Japanese National Museum of Nature and Science as
well as the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago prior to taking up his present
position in 2008. He is the leading authority in Asia on ants, termites, and the many
different insects that coexist with them. Maintaining an active research program both
at home and abroad, he has identified many new species and regularly publishes
academic papers about them.
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FASCINATING FUNGI：Those Mysterious Mushrooms
by Hiromi Hori and Miyuki Kido
珍菌（CHINKIN）
ISBN: 978-4334979010
Publication Date: November 2016
Pages/Size:160 pages / 5.8 x 5.8 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Includes 60 colour illustrations throughout

"YAGURADAKE (Powdery piggyback)," which is a parasite on other mushrooms,
"MAMEZAYATAKE (dead man's fingers)," which looks like human fingers protruding
from the ground, "CHICHITAKE (weeping milk cap)," which drips a milky fluid when
damaged, "SUPPONTAKE (stinkhorn)," shaped just like a phallus, and various other
fungi with peculiar shapes and modes of life totaling 60 species are introduced in this
visual book on mushrooms.

About the author
Hiromi Hori: a mushroom specialist writer who was editor in chief of a magazine devoted
to mushrooms. She published many books about Fungi.

About the Illustrator
Miyuki Kido: a mushroom-loving illustrator who designs branded goods with mushroom
designs.
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CARBOHYDRATES KILL：The Bioscience of Low-carb Diets
by Makoto Natsui

炭水化物が人類を滅ぼす（TANSUIKABUTSU GA JINRUI WO HOROBOSU）

ISBN: 978-4334037666
Publication Date: October 2013
Pages/Size: 378 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Korean(Chungrim),
Traditional Chinese (Common Wealth Magazine)
Special Notes:

・Sold over 200,000 copies

A much-discussed work that sold 200,000 copies and ignited the "low-carb boom" in
Japan. The author, a doctor, maintains a low carbohydrate diet himself and squarely
refutes rumors that "low-carb is bad for the health." The rationale for restricting
carbohydrates is explained not only from medical and nutritional perspectives but all
different perspectives, including the history of consumption of carbohydrates. The
experiences of many practitioners are also shared.

About the author
Makoto Natsui: Born in Akita Prefecture in 1957. Graduated from Tohoku University
School of Medicine. Director of the "Wound Treatment Center" of Hikarigaoka Hospital
in Nerima. Also famous for promoting a new treatment for wounds not using
"disinfectant and gauze. "
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Ketones Will Save Humanity：Why Low-Carb Improves Health
by Tetsuo Muneta

ケトン体が人類を救う（KETONE TAI GA JINRUI WO SUKUU）

ISBN: 978-4334038892
Publication Date: December 2015
Pages/Size: 293 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese (Spring International),
Korean(Minumin)
Special Notes: Sold over 50,000 copies
“Ketogenic diet," which is being researched for its effectiveness in
treating diabetes, obesity, cancer, Alzheimer's disease and many
other ailments is a diet therapy in which carbohydrates are
restricted and most calories are taken in the form of fat. By drastically reducing intake
of carbohydrates, the glucose normally used as an energy source in the body runs out,
and ketones, formed by breaking down fat, is used as an energy source instead. The
author, an obstetrician who has treated many pregnant diabetes patients, explains the
effectiveness of a ketogenic diet, and proves “low-carb is the best for the health.”.
He reveals for the first time in the world that fetuses and babies use ketones as an energy
source instead of corbohydrates.

About the author

Tetsuo Muneta: Born in Chiba Prefecture in 1947. After studying minerology at
Hokkaido University, entered medical school. Now in private practice as an obstetrician
and gynecologist, the author has achieved good results with low-carbohydrate treatment
of diabetes during pregnancy and gestational diabetes.

CARTOON PRIMER ON KETONES：Why Low-Carb Improves
Health by Ochazuke and Tetsuo Muneta
まんがケトン体入門（MANGA KETONE TAI NYUMON）

ISBN: 978-4334979324
Publication Date: June 2017
Pages/Size: 143 pages / 5.1 x 7.1 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese (Walkers Cultural Enterprise)
Cartoons are used to lucidly explain the theory and practice of
"ketogenic diet," said to be effective against cancer, depression,
diabetes, obesity and Alzheimer's disease.
Supervision: Tetsuo Muneta, author of "Ketones will save

Humanity."
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KETOGENIC DIET WIPES OUT CANCER by Kenji Furukawa

ケトン食ががんを消す（KETONE SHOKU GA GAN WO KESU）

ISBN: 978-4334039509
Publication Date: October 2016
Pages/Size: 318 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese(SHYMAU), Korean(Minumin)
Special Notes: Sold over 22,000 copies
The main source of nutrition for cancer cells is glucose. Cancer could
be suppressed if there were a life-supporting nutrient to replace
glucose. The author, who has treated cancer patients for many years,
has been using a ketogenic diet (diet therapy in which intake of
carbohydrates is reduced and most energy is taken in the form of fat) as a treatment for
end-stage cancer. For the first time in the world, he proved the effectiveness of ketogenic
diet in cancer treatment through clinical study. The mechanism and effectiveness of
"ketogenic diet" is explained in plain language for a general audience.

About the author

Kenji Furukawa: Born in 1967. Doctor of Medicine. Started treating cancer with
nutritional therapy in 2006, and has engaged in the world's first clinical trial of
"ketogenic diet" therapy of end-stage cancer patients since 2015.

KETOGENIC RECIPES THAT SHRINK CANCER BEFORE
YOUR EYES by Reimi Aso and Kenji Furukawa

がんに勝つレシピ（GAN NI KATSU RECIPE）

ISBN: 978-4334979454
Publication Date: August 2017
Pages/Size: 159 pages / 5.8 x 8.2 in (WxH)
"Ketogenic diet" is drawing attention for its effectiveness in treating
diabetes, obesity, cancer, Alzheimer's disease and many other
ailments. A popular cooking expert developed delicious and easy-toprepare ketogenic recipes for efficient intake of ketones.
Supervision: Kenji Furukawa, author of " Ketogenic Diet Wipes Out

Cancer "

About the author

Reimi Aso: A dietitian who supervises nutritional therapy at hospitals and is proposing
new treatments that rely less on drugs.
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THE CAT WAS AN ARCHITECT
by Hiroshi Mori and Makoto Sakuma

猫の建築家（NEKO NO KENCHIKUKA）

ISBN: 978-4334923709
Publication Date: October 2002
Pages/Size: 72 pages / 7.8 x 7.0 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales:
Simplified Chinese (Beijin Typhoon),
Traditional Chinese(CITE)
Special Notes: Sold over 30,000 copies

The cat at the centre of this story has lived several lives,
and in each one he has been an architect. Forever thinking
about what to build and in what style to build it, he slips
out to wander the streets. And as he contemplates the issue
of form vs. function, he suddenly realizes: the key is in
something called "beauty." But no one seems to be able to
explain what beauty is; no one's actually seen it or touched
it or licked it. Does it really even exist? The cat born an
architect continues his philosophical contemplations of
beauty and its nature…
Popular mystery writer Hiroshi Mori and artist Makoto
Sakuma have joined efforts to create this quietly absorbing
illustrated tale, produced here in a bilingual edition with
Japanese and English text. They subsequently collaborated
on a sequel, Ushinawareta neko (The Lost Cat).

About the author
Hiroshi Mori (1957–) made his literary debut in 1996 when he was awarded the first

Mephisto Award for Subete ga F ni naru (The Perfect Insider). He quickly established

himself as a popular mystery writer, currently boasting a combined total of over 13
million books in print. Also a doctor of engineering, he continued to teach at Nagoya
University until 2005.

About the illustrator
Makoto Sakuma (1973–) started working as an artist around 1993, and in 1998 began
mounting regular solo shows at the Ginza gallery Beaux-Arts Mieux. He has provided
cover art for a great many books and magazines.
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DAIDO MORIYAMA:A Guide to Taking Snapshots on the Road
by Ddaido Moriyama and Go Nakamoto(editor)

森山大道 路上スナップのススメ（MORIYAMA DAIDO:ROJO SNAP NO SUSUME）
ISBN: 978-4334035815
Publication Date: August 2010
Pages/Size: 206 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Simplified Chinese (Beijing Typhoon), Traditional
Chinese (BIG ART), World English (Laurence King)
Special Notes: Includes over 100 photographs which Moriyama took
only for this book throughout.
A primer on taking snapshots by Daido Moriyama, a photographer
who gained prominence for his distinctive "grainy, blurry, and out-of-focus" style in the
sixties. The author shares his thoughts and know-how on taking snapshots and his
stance as a photographer. Many new photos taken for this book in Ginza, Haneda and
other districts of Tokyo are included.
(Edited by Go Nakamoto).

About the author
Daido Moriyama: Born in 1938 in Osaka. Became a freelance photographer in 1964.

Gained prominence on publication of his avant-garde photo collection "Nippon gekijō

shashinchō (Japan, a Photo Theater)" in 1968. Well-regarded internationally, he has held

many major exhibitions overseas, such as the Stray Dog exhibition which travelled
across the USA for two years starting with San Francisco MOMA in 1999, and his solo
exhibition with Fondation Cartier pour l'art contemporain in Paris in 2003.
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PHOTOGRAPHS EXPLAINED by Nobuyoshi Araki

写真ノ説明（SHASHIN NO SETSUMEI）

ISBN: 978-4334039073
Publication Date: February 2016
Pages/Size: 207 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Includes over 100 photographs throughout
The author grieved the death of his father, mother, wife and beloved
cat, battled cancer himself, and even lost sight in his dominant right
eye, so crucial for his work as a photographer. However, each loss of
a beloved object added to the intensity and poignancy of his photos.
Known as Arākī, the "Titan of Photography," he takes photos like he is breathing, every
day from the moment he gets up until he goes to bed. A collection of photo essays
showcasing Arākī of today, ranging from past masterpieces to the newest commissioned
works.

About the author
Nobuyoshi Araki: Born in Tokyo in 1940. Graduated from the Photography and Printing
Engineering

Department,

Engineering

Faculty,

Chiba

University. Awarded the 1st Sun Prize for "Sacchin" in 1964.
Released "Sentimental Journey" with photos of his own
honeymoon in 1971. Published "Sentimental Journey: Winter
Journey" with photographs of his dead wife's face in 1991,
arousing controversy. Received the Austrian Decoration for
Science and Art, given to globally significant artists, in 2008.

JAPAN’S BEST HANDIWORK by JBOOKS editorial team

ニッポン最高の手しごと（NIPPON SAIKO NO TESHIGOTO）

ISBN: 978-4334978808
Publication Date: July 2016
Pages/Size: 127 pages / 7.2 x 10.2 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Includes over 100 photographs throughout
The world of Japanese craft, such as tasteful chinaware, colorful
textiles fusing the classic and modern, stylish furniture that blends
into the living space, that captured the imagination of the
charismatic buyer at BEAMS, a popular boutique.
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HOW TO MAKE GYOZA by Paradise Yamamoto

餃子の創り方（GYOZA NO TSUKURI KATA）

ISBN: 978-4334978815
Publication Date: July 2016
Pages/Size: 125 pages / 8.3 x 11 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: World English(Tuttle), Traditional Chinese (Rainbow
Production House)

Huge TV and magazine coverage! An introduction to 50 supercreative recipes for "gyoza" ("pot stickers" or "jiaozi") that look interesting and taste
delicious.
Mangyo-en is a members-only gyoza restaurant getting rave reviews from celebrities
who are self-styled gourmets. The owner-chef of the most-difficult-to-book restaurant in
Japan discloses his closely guarded recipes for the first time ever. Color photos are used
to explain in detail how to prepare the filling and wrap it in dough in seven different
ways. Even beginners can have fun making gyoza. The book is sure to become the
authoritative guide for gyoza-lovers!

COOKING AHEAD: Recipes for Cooking a Week's Cuisine on the
Weekend by nozomi
つくおき（TSUKUOKI）
ISBN: 978-4334978419
Publication Date: October 2015
Pages/Size: 127 pages / 5.9 x 8.2 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese (SYSTEX), Simplified Chinese
(Tianjin Ifengspace)
Winner of the 2016 Cook Book Award. A big hit in a series that has
sold more than 920,000 copies.
The author is a busy system engineer (living with her husband and new-born child) hardpressed with overtime every day. “If busy, it is all the more important to eat healthy
food." Thinking thus, she began a new lifestyle of "tsuku-oki" ("cooking ahead") or
"cooking a week's worth of dishes on the weekend to avoid cooking on weekdays." Her
blog articles went viral especially among working couples so that "tsuku-oki" became a
buzzword throughout Japan.
Chock full of tips and tricks on how to shop efficiently and cook many items in little time
(14 items in 150 minutes) as well as dozens of recipes that are simple, quick and
economical.

Also available: More Cooking Ahead (April 2016), Cooking Ahead 3 (May 2017)
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST DELICIOUS SEASONED BOILED
EGG:100 Home Recipe for Solo Diners by Hungry Grizzly
世界一美味しい煮卵の作り方（SEKAIICHI OISHII NITAMAGO NO TSUKURIKATA）
ISBN: 978-4334039738
Publication Date: February 2017
Pages/Size: 168 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Traditional Chinese (Crown), Korean (Hakwon)
Special Notes: Winner of the 2017 Cook Book Award.
Sold over 250,000 copies
This is a book of recipes from “Hungry Grizzly’s Cooking Blog,”
which held the top spot in Japanese blog rankings for 26 months
straight. The blogger going by the nom de plume of Hungry Grizzly declares “The only
recipes you really need are ones that are easy, cheap, and hit the spot with great taste.”
The 100 recipes collected here range from the eponymous seasoned boiled egg to a variety
of donburi (rice bowls), pasta and oriental noodle dishes, meat dishes, sweets, and more.
All require only three to six steps to make, and most cost less than ¥100 (1USD) per
serving—without stinting on flavor. Better yet, Hungry Grizzly strives to make sure that
if 100 people make the dish, all 100 of them will get it perfect the first time. To aid in
this, each recipe is accompanied by photos for every step, and a single-frame cartoon
highlights a key preparation tip. Mealtime at home has never been so much fun or so
tasty.

About the author Hungry Grizzly: a 20-something male food blogger.

ZEN CUISINE AT HOME by Kakuho Aoe

いつもの、お寺のおかず（ITSUMONO, OTERA NO OKAZU）

ISBN: 978-4334978365
Publication Date: September 2015
Pages/Size: 111 pages / 5.8 x 8.2 in (WxH)
A recipe book of standard temple cuisine taught by a cooking priest
who is very popular on TV and print media. The author adds a
modern touch to traditional meat- and egg-free dishes to provide 73
select recipes easily enjoyed at home. Full of the cooking priest's
pithy wisdom on how to reuse leftovers and show respect for "life" by using rather than
discarding the roots and skin of vegetables.

About the author
Kakuho Aoe (1977―) is a priest of Jodo Shinshu Honganji School. He obtained a MBA
at UCLA. He is taking care of cooking at Zen-temples, and makes much effort to spread
the way of Zen Cuisine and Food Education based on Zen philosophy.
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THE BEAUTIFUL SMOOTHIES by mai kitamura

it’s MAI SMOOTHIE

ISBN: 978-4334978174
Publication Date: April 2015
Pages/Size: 127 pages /5.9 x 8.2 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Simplified Chinese(Thinkingdom),
Traditional Chinese（Education book press）,
Korean(WILLCOMPANY)
Special Notes: Sold over 10,000 copies

Recipes for 101 colorful and delicious smoothies by @mai_smoothie—a smash hit on
Instagram. See them once and you will definitely fall in love with her smoothies.

Author Mai Kitamura has been uploading photos and recipes of tantalizing fruit and
vegetable smoothies to instagram.com/mai_smoothie on a daily basis, and this book
brings much of that highly popular content together between two covers, with
emphasis on seasonal ingredients prepared in colorful combinations. Many of
Kitamura’s recipes incorporate layering and marbling techniques, and make clever use
of whole or sliced fruit as toppings and garnishes. The 101 recipes promise not only to
delight the palate but also offer a feast for the eyes. At the end of the volume is an
appendix offering tips on how to achieve the special effects featured in the recipes.
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JAPAN’S NEW “TINY HOUSE” LIFESTYLE by YADOKARI

ニッポンの新しい小屋暮らし（NIPPON NO ATARASHII KOYAGURASHI）

ISBN: 978-4334979409
Publication Date: July 2017
Pages/Size: 144 pages / 5.8 x 5.7 in (WxH)
Foreign Sales: Simplified Chinese(Beijing Hurricane Media)
We no longer need a big house. A collection of 11 case studies
introducing the wonderful lifestyle of Tiny House, a new
movement emerging from minimalism. Full of "HOW-TOs"
also applicable to city life.
・"Zero cost" hut built with waste materials
・"Secret base" hut to share with friends on weekends
・"Cottage" self-built in your yard
and many others.

About the author
YADOKARI: The author is engaged in various projects focusing on "small life" such as
sales of tiny houses and huts, reutilization of empty houses and spaces, and publication.

LIVING SPACE WITH TYPOGRAPHY
by JBOOKS editorial team

タイポのある暮らし。
（TYPO NO ARU KURASHI）

ISBN: 978-4334978761
Publication Date: June 2016
Pages/Size: 128 pages / 7.2 x 10.2 in (WxH)
An introduction to practical techniques and ideas to stylishly
renovate your room with interior design using hand-crafted
typography, which is in the vogue nowadays. Original templates
provided.
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MARIMARI’S CAMPING FOR GRILS by Mariko Matsuo

marimari の女子キャン（marimari NO JOSH CAM）

ISBN: 978-4334979294
Publication Date: June 2017
Pages/Size: 126 pages / 5.9 x 8.3 in (WxH)

Charismatic camper marimari, popular on TV and print media, explains how women can
enjoy camping in style with ease. From day trips to 4-5 day long stays, winter camping
and camping with children, advice on how to prepare and tips on adding a stylish flair
are given with attention to detail for each situation.

About the author
Mariko Matsuo (aka. marimari): The popular Instagrammer marimari8208, a
charismatic camper with more than 30,000 followers.
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MY DAYS WITH MY TODDLER by Sayaka Yokomine

まめ日和（MAME BIYORI）

ISBN: 978-4334979416
Publication Date: July 2017
Pages/Size: 128 pages / 5.9 x 8.4 in (WxH)
The author, an illustrator, began making illustrations of her daily
experiences of child-rearing and posting them on Instagram, after
giving birth to her beloved son Mame. She has massive support from
the child-rearing generation, having gained 320,000 followers at
present. The book is the author's chronicle of the growth of her beloved son, depicted in
a comical style. As you turn each page portraying the life of a two-year-old with stylish
yet humorous illustrations, it is sure to bring a smile to your face and warmth to your
heart. The book is also full of practical advice on dealing with the troubles that a mother
faces in child-rearing.

About the author
Sayaka Yokomine: Born in Nagasaki, the author worked as a local TV personality and
illustrator until she gave birth at age thirty. She suddenly drew attention after starting
to post illustrations of her daily life with her son on Instagram in February 2015.

GROOMING THE SAMURAI: Japanese Etiquette for Children
by Ogasawara Keishosai

武家の躾 子どもの礼儀作法（BUKE NO SHITSUKE KODOMO NO REIGISAHO）
ISBN: 978-4334039424
Publication Date: September 2016
Pages/Size: 228 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Secret teachings on "raising boys" transmitted through a samurai
clan for 500 years. The profound teachings of the Ogasawara School
of Etiquette, established in the Muromachi period (in 16C), are
transmitted with a focus on grooming (male) children.
The rules of etiquette passed down through the Ogasawara School
are explained carefully, tracing back to their origins and significance.
A must-read for raising your son to be "an adult man" dignified in appearance and
attitude.

About the author
Ogasawara Keishosai: Born in Tokyo, the author graduated from Sacred Heart School in
Tokyo and studied overseas in the United Kingdom. She became the head of the
Ogasawara School of Etiquette in 1996, earning fame as the first female head of the
Ogasawara School in its history of 700 years.
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TEN DRESSES ARE ENOUGH FOR YOUR CLOSET
by Eika Fukuda

クローゼットにはワンピースが 10 着あればいい
（CLOSET NIWA ONEPIECE GA 10 CHAKU AREBA II）

ISBN: 978-4334979478
Publication Date: September 2017
Pages/Size: 128 pages / 5.8 x 8.3 in (WxH)
A 365-day collection of ensembles for adult women to mix and match
their “ten best dresses.”
A survey of working adult women identified a need for fashion that
“accommodates for changes in body shape, is comfortable for long
hours of desk work, looks sharp and can be selected quickly in the morning.”
The response of Eika Fukuda, a popular stylist, to this demanding request, was simple:
“ten dresses are enough!” This book gives techniques to make it through the year in
style with ten dresses, answering your questions about how many of what items are
needed to look good in all seasons and giving tips on the best materials, colors and
silhouettes, lengths that never go out of style and the use of accessories so no one thinks
you are “always wearing the same clothes.”

About the author
Eika Fukuda: Born in 1972. After working as an assistant editor at a popular magazine
for women for 10 years, she became a charismatic stylist. She, enjoying being a mother
herself, is good at suggesting comfortable and stylish coordination for mothers.

PANTS STYLE PRIMER FOR MATURE WOMEN
by Akiko Kawada

大人のパンツスタイル塾（OTONA NO PANTS STYLE JUKU）

ISBN: 978-4334978211
Publication Date: April 2015
Pages/Size: 128 pages / 5.9 x 8.1 in (WxH)
A style book for mature women by a charismatic stylist often
featured in STORY, a popular magazine for women in their forties.
A collection of good advice on how to wear pants in a feminine,
stylish manner without being tossed about by volatile fashion
trends. Concerns about body shape typical of older women are also
resolved.

About the author
Akiko Kawada: Born in Tokyo in 1968. A charismatic stylist often featured in magazines,
TV, advertisements, etc. Her stylish yet casual coordination is popular for its mature
appeal and ease.
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SEVEN “SKELETAL TYPES” TO KNOW WHICH CLOTHES
FIT YOU BEST by Miho Arakawa

7 つの「骨格タイプ」で、自分に似合う服がわかる
（7TSUNO “KOKKAKU TYPE” DE, JIBUN NI NIAU FUKU GA WAKARU）
ISBN: 978-4334978501
Publication Date: December 2015
Pages/Size: 128 pages / 5.8 x 8.3 in (WxH)
If you understand your skeletal type, you can make yourself look
more attractive in a way that suits you without trying too hard!
The key to choosing the right style of clothing is "skeletal type."
Women have 7 basic skeletal types, and if you don't choose clothes
that fit your frame, they won't look quite right. The author is a personal stylist consulted
about style by many women. In this book, richly illustrated with photos, she explains
"techniques to identify your own skeletal type and select clothes that match it."

About the author
Miho Arakawa: A personal stylist who applies twenty years of experience at an apparel
company to provide fashion consulting and corporate branding services.
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Mart’s ZPAGETTI BAG BOOK

Mart ズパゲッティバッグ BOOK

ISBN: 978-4334842895
Publication Date: March 2017
Pages/Size: 84 pages / 9.0 x 11.5 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Sold over 83,000 copies
Zpagetti is a new kind of yarn upcycled from left over fabric from cut
and sew apparel, t-shirts, etc. It was invented in Holland and has
become a very popular material in Japan as well. The method of
knitting simple but stylish bags, accessories and other goods is explained carefully in a
way that is easy for beginners to understand.

Also available: Mart’s ZPAGETTI BAG BOOK 2 (July 2017), Mart’s ZPAGETTI BAG

BOOK 3 (October 2017)

Mart’s FINGER-KNIT ZPAGETTI BAG BOOK

Mart ゆび編みズパゲッティ BOOK

ISBN: 978-4334940683
Publication Date: July 2017
Pages/Size: 16 pages / 7.2 x 9.3 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Sold over 15,000 copies
The book includes a kit for parents and children to enjoy using
Zpagetti. Knitting needles are not required. Even beginners and
children can easily make stylish pouches and bracelets just using the materials in the
kit.

HOW TO MAKE A CAT FROM A COTTON GLOVE
By Miyako Kanamori

軍手ネコのつくりかた BOOK(GUNTE NEKO NO TSUKURIKATA BOOK)
ISBN: 978-4334940676
Publication Date: April 2017
Pages/Size: 32 pages / 7.5 x 10.4 in (WxH)
A book with a kit for making a cute stuffed cat using the original
cotton gloves that are included. It also shows how to make a dress,
scarf or other clothes to make your cat look even cuter. For readers
who are dog lovers, how to turn the same cotton glove into a dog
(miniature schnauzer) is also explained.

About the author
Miyako Kanamori: The author enjoys making original stuffed dolls from gloves, socks
and used clothes, making the most of the shapes and color patterns of these materials.
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DOWNWARDLY MOBILE SOCIETY by Atsushi Miura
下流社会：新たな階層集団の出現
（KARYU SHAKAI:Aratana Kaiso Shakai No Shutsugen）
ISBN: 978-4334033217
Publication Date: September 2005
Pages/Size: 288 pages / 4.2 x 6.8 in (WxH)
Special Notes: Sold over 800,000 copies

The title of this book is a coinage of the author that reflects the
changes that have come to Japan, a place where rapid economic
growth once made the vast majority of the population middle class.
“Downwardly mobile” goes beyond low income alone and refers to people with low
communicative abilities and few desires in life, including a lack of the will to work or
study.
The author uses a wealth of data to empirically demonstrate, from the standpoint of
marketing analysis, that Japan is being transformed from a nation that was once
dominated by the middle class into a downwardly mobile society. He makes the case that
economists and sociologists who have researched social classes to date have neglected
the concept of consumption, so he conducted his own fieldwork in November 2004 and
May and June 2005, asking people whether they considered themselves upper, middle,
or lower class and analyzing their consumption trends according to their selfidentification.
His results show that the downwardly mobile trend is strong among the second babyboom generation, whose members are now (in 2005) in their early thirties. As this was
the first generation born after Japan had developed a middle-class consciousness, these
people grew up not knowing a gap between society’s haves and have-nots, which the
author says has led to a lack of desire to improve their station. This book will become an
important source of data for understanding contemporary Japanese society.

About the author
Atsushi Miura: Born in 1958. Earned a degree in social sciences from Hitotsubashi
University. Served as editor-in-chief of the marketing magazine Across published by
Parco Co., and then worked at the Mitsubishi Research Institute. In 1999 established

the think tank Culture Studies. Author of many works, including Fasuto fūdoka suru

Nihon [ Japan’s Increasingly Casual Cultural Climate], Daiyon no shōhi [The Fourth
Phase of Consumption], and Tōkyō wa kōgai kara kiete iku [Tokyo Will Disappear from
the Suburbs].
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